
KAYAH STATE: Young anti-coup recruits line up at
a secret camp in Myanmar, hands behind their heads
and stomachs braced, waiting for a drill instructor to
deliver a punch to toughen them up for their fight
against the military.

Since the February coup, dozens of “people’s
defence forces” (PDFs) have sprung up across the
Southeast Asian country to fight back against the
generals’ putsch and bloody crackdown. The college
dropouts and villagers that fill their ranks have dealt
some painful blows to junta troops with guerilla
ambushes and mine attacks against the heavily-
armed military.

But while analysts say they have surprised the
army with their effectiveness, the new militias are
short of serious weaponry
and-lacking the income
from the illegal drug and
jade trade enjoyed by more
established rebel groups-
short of money to buy it.
At the camp hidden in a
clearing in thick jungle in
eastern Myanmar’s Kayah
state, Htet Htet struggles
with the training regime for
recruits to the Karenni
Nationalities Defence
Force (KNDF), one of the new civilian militias.

“I can’t do push-ups and my hands hurt,” the 18-
year-old told AFP in between crawling through the
mud and walking on the stomachs of her comrades.
“It’s very tiring and I even cry sometimes.” She was
in limbo after her end-of-school exams were can-
celled following the coup, but found new resolve
after a cousin was killed fighting against the army,
and is now training to be a combat medic.

Across Kayah state “only areas around permanent
Burmese military bases” are not under the control of

anti-junta fighters, a KNDF commander at the camp
claimed in an interview with AFP. A few miles away,
gun-toting fighters man a checkpoint wearing cam-
ouflage with gold, red and black KNDF insignia on
their shoulders, their feet clad more casually in
sneakers and flip-flops.

‘Taken by surprise’ 
“The speed with which these local PDFs have

mobilised, obtained weapons, and developed the tac-
tics and capabilities to regularly ambush regime
forces has been striking,” International Crisis Group’s
Myanmar senior advisor Richard Horsey told AFP.

The military has been “been taken by surprise, I
think, and has struggled to put in place effective

intelligence and tactical
responses.” State media
say almost 400 roads and
bridges have been hit by
sabotage attacks since
February, and local media
have reported dozens of
cell towers belonging to a
military-owned telecoms
firm being taken out of
action.

But counting casualties
is difficult. A shadow group

of lawmakers claims almost 3,000 junta troops died
in fighting with PDFs between June and November.
The junta-which has declared all PDFs to be “terror-
ists”-says 75 soldiers and 93 members of the police
were killed between February and late October.

Both sides were likely “inflating and deflating
casualty figures,” said David Mathieson, an analyst
formerly based in Myanmar. Putting a figure on how
many have signed up to fight the military is also hard
to do with any certainty. The KNDF commander
would not say how many combatants the group had,

but fighters told AFP each battalion was between
300-400 strong, with at least a dozen across Kayah
state. “We don’t need to worry about manpower,” he
said. “We have a lot. We just need weapons.”

Shelling out 
But getting hold of them is not easy. KNDF terri-

tory is too far from the Thai border to go shopping in
the country’s black market for munitions. Gangs and
militias that control territory in between are happy to
smuggle-but the price is hefty for the KNDF, who
mostly rely on donations from supporters to buy

weapons and supplies.
In March-April one M-16 rifle cost four million kyat

($2,200) and an AK-47 five million kyat, an arms deal-
er who sells to the KNDF told AFP on condition of
anonymity. Then the value of Myanmar’s kyat currency
plunged and now the weapons go for almost double
the price, leaving the militias to improvise. “Most are
using homemade guns,” 18-year-old Byar Reh says of
his battalion from a dripping tent in the camp that is
his new home, and “only a few” of his comrades have
automatic rifles. “If we had enough... we can kick the
military out of our state entirely.” — AFP
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Dozens of PDFs fight back against generals’ bloody crackdown

Myanmar jungle rebels
struggle for cash and guns

YANGON, Yangon division: Protesters taking part in a demonstration against the military coup run as security
forces launched a crackdown on the protest in Yangon. —AFP

Russia to send 
Japan tycoon 
to ISS in return 
to space tourism
BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: Russia
tomorrow will send Japanese billion-
aire Yusaku Maezawa to the
International Space Station in a move
marking Moscow’s return to the now
booming space tourism business after
a decade-long break. One of Japan’s
richest men, Maezawa, 46, will blast
off from the Baikonur cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan accompanied by his
assistant Yozo Hirano.

On Sunday morning, their Soyuz
spacecraft with a Japanese flag and
an “MZ” logo for Maezawa’s name
was moved onto the launch pad in
unusually wet weather for Baikonur,
an AFP journalist saw. The mission will
end a decade-long pause in Russia’s
space tourism programme that has
not accepted tourists since Canada’s
Cirque du Soleil co-founder Guy
Laliberte in 2009.

However, in a historic first, the
Russian space agency Roscosmos in
October sent actress Yulia Peresild
and director Klim Shipenko to the ISS
to film scenes for the first movie in
orbit in an effort to beat a rival
Hollywood project. Maezawa’s launch
comes at a challenging time for Russia
as its space industry struggles to
remain relevant and keep up with

Western competitors in the modern
space race.

Last year, the US company SpaceX
of billionaire Elon Musk ended
Russia’s monopoly on manned flights
to the ISS after it delivered astronauts
to the orbiting laboratory in its Crew
Dragon capsule. This, however, also
freed up seats on Russia’s Soyuz
rockets that were previously pur-
chased by NASA allowing Moscow to
accept fee-paying tourists like
Maezawa.

Their three-seat Soyuz spacecraft
will be piloted by Alexander Misurkin,
a 44-year-old Russian cosmonaut
who has already been on two missions
to the ISS. The pair will spend 12 days
aboard the space station where they
plan to document their journey for
Maezawa’s YouTube channel with
more than 750,000 subscribers.

The tycoon is  the founder of
Japan’s largest online fashion mall
and the country’s 30th richest man,
according to Forbes. “I am almost
crying because of my impressions,
this is so impressive,” Maezawa said
in late November after arriving at
Baikonur for  the f inal  days of
preparation.

Maezawa and Hirano have spent
the past few months training at Star
City, a town outside Moscow that has
prepared generations of Soviet and
Russian cosmonauts. 

‘Hardest training ever’ 
Maezawa said that training in the

spinning chair “almost feels like tor-
ture”. “It’s the hardest training ever
done,” he tweeted in late November.

So far Russia has sent seven self-
funded tourists to space in partner-
ship with the US-based company
Space Adventures. Maezawa and
Hirano will be the first from Japan.
Maezawa’s launch comes at the end of
a year that became a milestone for
amateur space travel.

In September, SpaceX operated a
historic flight taking the first all-civil-
ian crew on a three-day journey
around the Earth’s orbit in a mission
called Inspiration4. Blue Origin, the
company of Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos, completed two missions
beyond the Earth’s atmosphere. The

passengers included 90-year-old Star
Trek star William Shatner and Bezos
himself.

Soon after, bill ionaire Richard
Branson travelled aboard his Virgin
Galactic spacecraft that also offered a
few minutes of weightlessness before
coming back to Earth. Those journeys
mark the beginning of space opening
up for non-professionals with more
launches announced for the future. In
2023, SpaceX is planning to take
eight amateur astronauts around the
moon in a spaceflight that is
bankrolled by Maezawa, who will also
be onboard. —AFP

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: A woman walks under snowfall in front of a Soyuz rock-
et installed as a monument in Baikonur city. Space tourists Yusaku Maezawa
and his assistant Yozo Hirano, led by Roscosmos cosmonaut Alexander Misurkin,
will take part in a mission on the Soyuz MS-20 spacecraft to the International
Space Station (ISS) scheduled for tomorrow. —AFP

Solomons PM 
survives no
confidence vote
HONIARA, Solomon Islands: Embattled Solomon
Islands Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare sur-
vived a no-confidence vote yesterday, while accus-
ing “Taiwan’s agents” of orchestrating recent politi-
cal violence that plunged the Pacific island nation
into crisis.

The pro-Beijing leader comfortably saw off an
opposition attempt to oust him, winning 32 votes to
15 after a fractious and hot-tempered day-long
debate. The febrile scenes in parliament — in which
lawmakers traded claims of corruption, coups and
shadowy foreign support — echoed recent anger
on the streets that prompted the arrival of hundreds
of international peacekeepers.

Three days of rioting late last month left the
Chinatown area of the capital Honiara in ruins and
claimed at least three lives, with dozens of buildings
destroyed. Ahead of yesterday’s vote, armed troops
and police from neighbouring Australia, Fiji, Papua
New Guinea and New Zealand helped operate
checkpoints across rain-soaked downtown Honiara
to forestall more unrest.

They used shipping containers to seal off areas
of the rubble-strewn capital, closed the port to fer-
ries from neighbouring islands and enforced a city-
wide liquor ban.

Authorities also warned people against posting
inflammatory statements on social media. The

prospect of further violence prompted the US con-
sulate in Honiara to restrict operations.

The crisis erupted late last month when protests
about Sogavare’s policies turned violent, fuelled by
poverty, unemployment and inter-island rivalries in
the nation of 800,000.

The prime minister has refused protesters
demands to step down, telling parliament yesterday
that leaving office under such circumstances would
be surrendering “to the dictates of hooligans and
lawlessness”. “We cannot entertain violence being
used to tear down a democratically elected govern-

ment,” he said. Large numbers of people were seen
leaving the capital for the provinces on chartered
ferries Sunday ahead of the no-confidence vote,
expecting further trouble.

Many of Sogavare’s detractors come from
Malaita. Residents there believe the country’s most
populous island does not get a fair share of
resource revenue and is neglected by the central
government. An underlying complaint against
Sogavare is his 2019 decision to switch Honiara’s
diplomatic allegiance to China from Taiwan, which
had close ties with Malaita. — AFP

HONIARA: People walk in the rain in Honiara yesterday as Solomon Islands Prime Minister Manasseh
Sogavare faced a no-confidence vote yesterday. —AFP

Indonesia volcano 
erupts again, 
rescue operations
suspended 
LUMAJANG, Indonesia: Indonesia’s Mount
Semeru spewed more ash yesterday, forcing
rescuers to suspend the search for survivors
as aerial images showed the extent of the
devastation unleashed by the volcano’s dead-
ly weekend eruption. The biggest mountain
on the island of Java thundered to l ife
Saturday, ejecting a mushroom of volcanic
ash high into the sky and raining hot mud as
thousands of panicked people fled their
homes. At least 14 were killed.

Aerial photos showed entire streets filled
with grey volcanic ash and mud, which had
swallowed many homes and vehicles, includ-
ing whole trucks. Rescue operations were
suspended because of fresh volcanic activity
yesterday. “All evacuation teams have been
pulled out... temporarily because there was a
small fresh eruption and it could endanger
the evacuation teams,” said rescue worker
Rizal Purnama.

“The search will continue today once the
situation is a bit safer.” Dozens of people
remain missing, he added. Dangerous thick
plumes of smoke continued to emerge from
areas blanketed by the volcanic ash, while res-
cuers in hardhats tried to dig through the mud
to try and find survivors-and recover bodies.

Their task was made more difficult as the
volcanic debris had started to harden. “It’s
very difficult.. . with simple tools,” Rizal
Purnama said. “It is very likely bodies that
have not been found are buried under the hot
mudflow.” Other rescuers helped desperate
villagers salvage their belongings from
wrecked homes. Some locals lifted mattresses
and furniture on their shoulders while others
carried goats in their arms.

‘I could only pray’ 
Officials have advised locals not to travel

within five kilometres (3.1 miles) of Semeru’s
crater, as the nearby air is highly polluted and
could affect vulnerable groups. Ash from
Semeru travelled up to four kilometres away
after the Saturday eruption, Indonesia’s geo-
logical agency reported.

A sand mine company’s office in Kampung
Renteng village was buried after the eruption,
trapping 15 people inside, according to fore-
man Hasim, 65, who like many Indonesians
goes by one name. “There’s no news from
them. Only one operator was rescued, he’s
now at the hospital with burns,” he told AFP.

Hasim said he ran home after the eruption.
“It was pitch dark,” he added. “It was only 3
pm but it looked like night.” Rescue officials
said some were buried inside their vehicles,
with no time to escape. Those who managed
to find shelter recounted the horror after the
eruption. Suwarti Ningsi and her daughter
were trapped for five hours at home after
the eruption.

“I couldn’t see anything, it was just like at
night. Everybody was panicking,” said the 42-
year-old. “I could only pray... for me and my
daughter to be saved.”  — AFP


